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Abstract
In cloud storage systems, hot data is usually replicated over multiple nodes in order to accommodate simultaneous access by
multiple users as well as increase the fault tolerance of the system. Recent cloud storage research has proposed using availability
codes, which is a special class of erasure codes, as a more storage efficient way to store hot data. These codes enable data
recovery from multiple, small disjoint groups of servers. The number of the recovery groups is referred to as the availability
and the size of each group as the locality of the code. Until now, we have very limited knowledge on how code locality and
availability affect data access time. Data download from these systems involves multiple fork-join queues operating in-parallel,
making the analysis of access time a very challenging problem. In this paper, we present an approximate analysis of data access
time in storage systems that employ simplex codes, which are an important and in certain sense optimal class of availability codes.
We consider and compare three strategies in assigning download requests to servers; first one aggressively exploits the storage
availability for faster download, second one implements only load balancing, and the last one employs storage availability only
for hot data download without incurring any negative impact on the cold data download.
Index Terms
Distributed storage, erasure coding, hot data access, queueing analysis.
I. INTRODUCTION
In distributed systems, reliable data storage is accomplished through redundancy, which has traditionally been achieved by
simple replication of data across multiple nodes [1], [2]. A special class of erasure codes, known as locally repairable codes
(LRCs) [3], has started to replace replication in practice [4], [5] as a more storage efficient way to provide a desired reliability.
A storage code has locality r and availability t if each data symbol can be recovered from t disjoint groups of at most
r servers. Low code locality is desired to limit the number of nodes accessed while recovering from a node failure. Code
availability provides a means to cope with node failures and skews in content popularity as follows. First, when data is available
in multiple recovery groups, simultaneous node failures have lower chance of preventing the user from accessing the desired
content. Second, frequently requested hot data can be simultaneously served by the node at which the data resides as well
as multiple groups of servers that store the recovery groups the desired data. Popularity of the stored content in distributed
systems is shown to exhibit significant variability. Data collected from a large Microsoft Bing cluster shows that 90% of the
stored content is not accessed by more than one task simultaneously while the remaining 10% is observed to be frequently and
simultaneously accessed [6]. LRCs with good locality and availability have been explored and several construction methods
are presented in e.g., [7], [8].
It has recently been recognized that the storage redundancy can also provide fast data access [9]. Idea is to simultaneously
request data from both the original and the redundant storage, and wait for the fastest subset of the initiated downloads that
are sufficient to reconstruct the desired content. Download with redundant requests is shown to help eliminating long queueing
and/or service times (see e.g. [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], [16] and references therein). Most of these papers consider
download of all jointly encoded pieces of data, i.e., the entire file. Very few papers have addressed download in low traffic
regime of only some, possibly hot, pieces of data that are jointly encoded with those of less interest [17], [18], [19].
In this paper, we are concerned with hot data download from systems that employ an LRC with availability for reliable
storage [7], [8]. In particular, we consider simplex codes, which is a subclass of LRCs with availability. Three reasons for this
choice are given as follows: 1) Simplex codes are optimal in several ways, e.g., they meet the upper bound on the distance
of LRCs with a given locality [20], they are shown to achieve the maximum rate among the binary linear codes with a given
availability and locality two [21], they meet the Griesmer bound and are therefore linear codes with the lowest possible length
given the code distance [22], 2) Simplex codes are minimally different from replication, in that when data is simplex coded any
single node failure can be recovered by accessing two nodes, while accessing a single node is sufficient to recover replicated
data, 3) Simplex codes have recently been shown to achieve the maximum fair robustness for a given storage budget against
the skews in content popularity [23].
In a distributed system that employs a simplex code, hot data can be downloaded either from a single systematic node
that stores the data or from any one of the t pairs of nodes (i.e., recovery groups) where the desired data is encoded jointly
with others, or redundantly by some subset of these options (see Fig. 1). We consider three strategies for scheduling the
download requests: 1) Replicate-to-all where each arriving request is simultaneously assigned to its systematic node and all its
recovery groups, 2) Select-one where each arriving request is assigned either to its systematic node or to one of its recovery
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Fig. 1: Data access model in a system that employs a simplex code with availability t. Desired data can be accessed by downloading either
from the systematic node that stores the data or any of the t recovery groups of two nodes or redundantly by some subset of these options.
Download from a recovery group requires fetching the coded content from both servers and recovering the desired data.
groups, 3) Fairness-first where each arriving request is primarily assigned to its systematic node while only hot data requests
are opportunistically replicated to their recovery groups when they are idle. The first two scheduling strategies are the two
polarities between download with redundant requests and plain load balancing, while the third aims to exploit download with
redundancy while incurring no negative impact on the cold data download time.
A download time analysis for storage systems that employ LRCs is given in [17], [18] by assuming a low traffic regime,
in that no request arrives at the servers before the request in service departs, so the adopted system model does not involve
any queues or any other type of resource sharing. When the low traffic assumption does not hold, a system that employs
an LRC with availability consists of multiple inter-dependent fork-join queues. This renders the download time analysis very
challenging even under Markovian arrival and service time models.
In this paper, we present a first attempt on analyzing the download time with no low traffic assumption in systems that employ
LRCs with availability, simplex codes in particular, for reliable storage. Under replicate-to-all scheduling, system implements
multiple inter-dependent fork-join queues, hence the exact analysis is formidable due to the infamous state explosion. We outline
a set of observations and heuristics that allow us to approximate the system as an M/G/1 queue. Using simulations, we show
that the presented approximation gives an accurate prediction of the average hot data download time at all arrival regimes.
Under select-one scheduling, the results available in the literature for fork-join queues with two servers can be translated
and used to get accurate approximations of the average download time. At last, we study download time under fairness-first
scheduling, and evaluate the pain and gain of replicate-to-all (aggressive exploitation of redundancy) compared to fairness-first
(opportunistic exploitation of redundancy).
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II we define a simplex coded storage model, and explain the
queueing and service model that is adopted to study the data access time. Sec. III introduces the replicate-to-all scheduling,
explains the difficulties it poses for analyzing data access time and presents an approximate method for analysis. Sec. IV
presents the analysis for systems with availability one and Sec. V generalizes the analysis for systems with any degree of
availability. In Sec. VI we present the select-one scheduling and compare its data access time performance with replicate-to-all
scheduling. Sec. VII introduces the fairness-first scheduler and shows the gain and pain of replicate-to-all over fairness-first in
hot and cold data access time.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
A binary simplex code is a linear systematic code. With an [n = 2k−1, k] simplex code, a data set [d1, . . . , dk] is expanded
into [d1, . . . , dk, c1, . . . cn−k] where ci’s represent the added redundant data. Each data symbol in the resulting expanded data
set is stored on a separate node. For a given k and n, simplex codes have optimal distance and a simplex coded storage can
recover from simultaneous failure of any 2k−1 − 1 nodes. Availability of a simplex code is also given as t = 2k−1 − 1 and its
locality is equal to two, that is, any encoded data di is available in a systematic node or can be recovered from t other disjoint
pairs of nodes. For instance, data set [a, b, c] would be expanded into [a, b, a+ b, c, a+ c, b+ c, a+ b+ c] in a [7, 3] simplex
coded storage.
In the data download scenario we consider here, download requests arrive for the individual data symbol di’s rather than the
complete data set. We assume that one of the jointly encoded data symbols is more popular than the others at any time. The
popular data symbol is referred as the hot data while the others are referred as cold data. Download requests are dispatched
to the storage servers at their arrival time to the system. We consider three request scheduling strategies. The first one is
replicate-to-all scheduling which aggressively implements download with redundancy for all arriving requests. Each request
is assigned to its systematic server that stores the desired data, and simultaneously replicated to all its t recovery groups at
which the requested data can be reconstructed. A request is completed and departs the system as soon as the fastest one of
its t+ 1 dispatched copies completes, and its remaining t outstanding copies get immediately removed from the system. The
3second one we consider is select-one scheduling which does not employ redundancy for download and simply implements
load-balancing, in that each arriving request is assigned either to its systematic server or one of its recovery groups. In the
download time analysis of these two scheduling strategies, download traffic for cold data is assumed to be negligible and the
goal of the system is to finish the arriving hot data requests as fast as possible. We compare the performance of these two
polarities of scheduling in terms of the system stability and the average hot data download time.
At last, we consider the scenario in which cold data arrival traffic is non-negligible while the cold data requests are assumed
to arrive at a slower rate than the hot data requests. Hot data download with redundancy can reduce the download time and
allow the hot data requests to leave the system faster. However, redundant copies of the hot data requests occupy the cold data
servers in the recovery groups, which causes additional waiting time for the cold data requests and may lead to dramatically
higher cold data download times. This cannot maintain fairness across the hot and cold data requests, which is an important goal
of scheduling in systems with redundancy [24]. We introduce and study fairness-first scheduling which exploits redundancy
for hot data download opportunistically with no effect on the cold data download. Each arriving request is primarily assigned
to its systematic server, and only the hot data requests are replicated to the recovery groups. A redundant copy of a hot data
request is accepted into service only if the cold data server in the assigned recovery group is idle. Even if a redundant hot
data request copy is let to start service at a recovery group, it is immediately removed from service as soon as a cold data
request arrives to the occupied cold data server.
We assume for tractable analysis that download requests arrive to system according to a Poisson process of rate λ. Each
server can serve only one request at a time and the requests assigned to a server wait for their turn in a FIFO queue. We refer
to the random amount of time to fetch the data at a server and stream it to the user as the server service time. Download
of hot data at a recovery group requires fetching content from both servers. Thus, redundant hot data requests assigned to a
recovery group are forked into the two recovery servers, which then need to join to complete a download.
Initial or redundant data stored at the storage nodes have the same size. We assume independent service time variability for
content download at each server. This allows us to model the service times with an identical and independent (i.i.d.) distribution
across the requests and the servers. We firstly study the system by assuming exponential service times for analytic tractability,
then extend the analysis in some cases to general service times. Note that, exponential service times cannot model the effect
of data size on the download time since a sample from it can be as small as zero. Therefore, it is an appropriate model only
when the effect of data size on the service times is negligible [15].
III. REPLICATE-TO-ALL SCHEDULING
In this section, we consider hot data download in a binary simplex coded storage under replicate-to-all scheduling. Recall
that in a Microsoft Bing data center, 90% of the stored content is reported to be not accessed frequently or simultaneously
[6]. Adopting this observation in our analysis of the hot data access time under replicate-to-all scheduling, download traffic
for cold data is assumed to be negligible. Subsec. V-B relates the analysis to the scenario where cold data download traffic is
non-negligible. Later in Sec. VII, we study the scenario with non-negligible cold data download traffic and discuss the impact
of replicate-to-all scheduling on hot and cold data download time.
Replicate-to-all scheduler replicates each arriving hot data request to its systematic server as well as to all its t recovery
groups (see Fig. 1). A request is completed as soon as one of its copies completes at either the systematic server or one of
the recovery groups. As soon as a request is completed, all its outstanding copies get removed from the system immediately.
Download from each recovery group implements a separate fork join queue with two-servers.
Analysis of fork-join queues is a notoriously hard problem and exact average response time is known only for a two-server
fork join queue with exponential service times [25]. Moreover, fork-join queues in the replicate-to-all system are inter-dependent
since the completion of a request copy at the systematic server or at one of the fork-join queues triggers the cancellation of
its outstanding copies that are either waiting or in service at other servers. Given this inter-dependence, exact analysis of the
download time in replicate-to-all system is a formidable task.
Derivation of the average hot data download time is presented in [17] under the low traffic assumption, that is, assuming
no queues or resource sharing in the system. When low traffic assumption does not hold and queueing analysis is required,
an upper bound on the download time is found in [17] by using the more restrictive split-merge service model. Split-merge
model assumes that servers are not allowed to proceed with the requests in their queues until the request at the head of the
system departs. Simulation results show that the upper bound obtained by the split-merge model is loose unless the arrival rate
is very low. We here present a framework to approximate the replicate-to-all system as an M/G/1 queue under any arrival
rate regime, which proves to be an accurate estimator of the average hot data download time. The presented approximation
provides a fairly simple interpretation of the system dynamics and employs heuristics that shed light on the performance of
aggressive exploitation of storage availability.
A. M/G/1 Approximation
Each arriving request has one copy at the systematic server and t redundant copies split across the recovery groups. A
request departs from the system as soon as one of its copies completes. Request copies at the systematic server wait and get
4served in a FIFO queue, hence departures from the systematic server can only be in the order of arrival. Request copies that
are assigned to recovery groups are forked into two siblings and both have to finish service for the request completion. One
of the recovery servers can be ahead of the other one in the same group in executing the requests in its queue. We refer to
such servers as a leading server. Although one of the forked copies may happen to be served by a leading server and finish
service earlier than its sibling, the remaining copy has to wait for the other request copies in front of it. Thus, departures at
the recovery groups can also be only in the order of arrival. These imply that a request cannot exit the replicate-to-all system
before the other requests in front of it, that is, requests depart the system in the order they arrive.
Exact analysis of download time requires keeping track of each copy of the requests in the system. There can be multiple
(at most t) leading recovery servers in the system simultaneously and each can be ahead of its slower peer by at most as many
requests as in the system. These cause the infamous state explosion problem and renders the exact analysis intractable. Due
to the leading servers, copies of a single request can start service at different times and multiple requests can be in service
(there can be at most t + 1 different requests in service simultaneously), which complicates the analysis even further. In the
following, we redefine the service start time of the requests, which allows us to eliminate this last mentioned complication.
Definition 1: Service start time of a request is defined as the first time epoch at which all its copies are in service, i.e., when
none of its copies is left waiting in queue.
Given this new definition of request service start times, there can be only one request in service while the system is busy. For
two requests to be simultaneously in service, all copies of each must be in service simultaneously, which is impossible given
that requests depart the system in order. This observation is crucial for the rest of the section and stated below to be able to
refer to it later.
Observation 1: Requests depart the replicate-to-all system in the order they arrive and there can be at most one request in
service at any time given Def. 1.
Once a request starts service according to Def. 1, the layout of its copies at the servers determines its service time distribution.
For instance, if all copies of a request remain in the system at its service start time epoch, then the request will be served
according to
S0 ∼ min{V˜ , V˜ 12:1, . . . , V˜ t2:1}
where V˜ denotes the residual service time of the copy at the systematic server, and V˜ i2:1’s denote the maximum of the two
residual service times of the sibling copies at each recovery group.
A request copy can depart from a leading server before the request starts service. When j copies of a request depart earlier,
we denote the service start layout of the request as type-j, for which the service time distribution is given as
Sj ∼ min{V˜0, . . . , V˜j , V˜ 12:1, . . . , V˜ t−j2:1 }
for j = 0, 1, . . . , t. V˜0 is the residual service time at the systematic server, V˜1, . . . , V˜j denote the residual service times at the
j recovery groups with leading servers and V˜ i2:1’s denote the maximum of the two residual service times at the remaining
t− j recovery groups without a leading server. Notice that the previous example with no early departure of any request copy
corresponds to type-0 service start.
The layout of the copies of a request at the servers, hence its service time distribution, is determined by the number of copies
that depart before the request starts service. These early departures can only be from the leading servers so the service time
distribution of a request depends on the difference between the queue lengths at the leading servers and their slow peers. In
other words, service time distribution of a request is dictated by the system state at its service start time epoch. Queue lengths
carry memory between service starts of the subsequent requests. For instance, if a request makes a type-j service start with
all the leading servers being ahead of their slow peers by at least two, then the service start type of the subsequent request
will be at least j. Therefore, in general, service time distributions are not independent across the subsequent requests.
When service times at the servers are not exponentially distributed, there are infinitely many possible distributions for the
request service times. This is because some copies of a request may start earlier and stay in service until the request moves
to head of the line and starts service. Residual service time of these early starters is differently distributed than the request
copies that move to service at the request service start time epoch. We can trim the number of possible request service time
distributions down to t + 1 by modifying the system such that each copy of a request remaining in service is restarted at
the service start time of the request. This modification is essential for approximating the download time when the service
times at the servers are not exponentially distributed, as further discussed in Sec. V-A. When service times at the servers are
exponentially distributed, this modification is not required. Memoryless property allows us to treat the copies that start service
early as if they move to service at the request service start time.
Lemma 1: In replicate-to-all system, if service time Vi’s at the servers are exponentially distributed with rate µ, an arbitrary
request can be served with any of the t+ 1 different types of distributions. Type-j distribution for j = 0, . . . , t is given as
Sj ∼ min{V, . . . , Vj , V 12:1, . . . , V t−j2:1 } (1)
where V i2:1’s are distributed as the maximum of the two independent Vi’s.
5Then, first and second moments of type-j request service time distribution are given as
E[Sj ] =
t−j∑
k=0
(
t− j
k
)
2k(−1)t−j−k
µ(2t+ 1− j − k) ,
E[S2j ] =
t−j∑
k=0
(
t− j
k
)
2k+1(−1)t−j−k[
µ(2t+ 1− j − k)]2 .
(2)
All moments of Sj decrease monotonically in j.
Proof: (1) follows from the memoryless property of exponential service times at the servers, then by the law of total
expectation (2) is obtained.
One can easily show that the tail probability of type-j request service time Pr{Sj ≥ s} decreases monotonically in j, i.e.,
Sj is stochastically dominated by Sj+1 for j = 0, . . . , t− 1. To see this intuitively, type-j request service start means that at
exactly j recovery groups, one of the forked copies departs from a leading server before the request starts service. For the
completion of such requests, the single remaining copy has to finish at j recovery groups with a leading server, while both of
the remaining copies have to finish service at the other t− j recovery groups. Waiting for one copy is stochastically better than
having to wait for two, hence the larger the number of early departures the faster the request service time will be. Besides,
since service times are non-negative we know
E[Smj − Smj+1] =
∫ ∞
0
msm−1
(
Pr{Sj ≥ s} − Pr{Sj+1 ≥ s}
)
ds > 0,
thus all moments of Sj decrease monotonically in j.
Even though service time distributions are not independent across the requests, they are only loosely coupled. For the request
at the head of the line to make type-j start, there needs to be a leading server in j of the recovery groups, while the servers in
the rest of the recovery groups should be leveled. Every request departure from the system triggers cancellation of the copies
at the slow recovery servers, which helps the slow servers to catch up with the leading servers. Therefore, it is “hard” for
the leading servers to keep leading because they compete not just with their slow peers but with every other server in the
system. Thus, the queues at all the servers are expected to frequently level up. A time epoch at which the queues level up
breaks the dependence between the service times of the requests that start service before or after the levelling. Given that these
time epochs occur frequently, request service times constitute a series of independent small-size batches where the dependence
exists only within each batch.
Observation 2: Replicate-to-all system experiences frequent time epochs across which the request service time distributions
are independent.
Lastly, request arrivals see time averages in terms of the probabilities over different service time distributions. This holds
even when the service times at the servers are not exponentially distributed.
Lemma 2: In replicate-to-all system, let Ji be the type of service time distribution for the ith request. Then,
lim
i→∞
Pr{Ji = j} = fj
where fj’s are the time average values of the probabilities over the possible request service time distributions.
Proof: Given that two requests find the system in the same state at their arrival epochs, the same stochastic process
generates their life cycle under stability. This implies that the probabilities over the possible service time distributions for a
request are completely determined by the system state seen by the request at its arrival. Since Poisson arrivals see time averages
in system state under stability [26], they also see time averages in the probabilities over the possible service time distributions.
Observations we have made so far, which are also validated by the simulations, allow us to develop an approximate method
for analyzing the replicate-to-all system. Requests depart in the order they arrive (Obv. 1), hence the system as a whole acts
like a first-in first-out queue. Thinking about the trimmed down space of possibilities or exponential service times at the
servers, t + 1 possible distributions for the request service times are given in Lm. 1. Although request service times are not
independent, they exhibit loose coupling (Obv. 2). Putting all these together and relying on their accuracy gives us an M/G/1
approximation for the actual system.
Proposition 1: Replicate-to-all system can be approximated as an M/G/1 queue, hence the PK formula gives an approximate
value for the average hot data download time as
E[T ] ≈ E[S] + λE[S
2]
2(1− λE[S]) . (3)
The moments of S are given as
E[S] =
t∑
j=0
fjE[Sj ], E[S
2] =
t∑
j=0
fjE[S
2
j ], (4)
6where fj is the probability that an arbitrary request has type-j service time distribution Sj (see Lm. 2). When service times
at the servers are exponentially distributed, moments of Sj are given in (2).
B. An exact upper and lower bound
An upper bound on the hot data download time in replicate-to-all system is given in [18]. The bound is derived by assuming
a more restricted service model, which is known as split-merge. One of the servers in a recovery group can execute the request
copies in its queue faster than its sibling, i.e., a recovery server can lead its peer. Split-merge model does not allow this; servers
in the recovery groups are blocked until the request at the head of the line departs. Thus, under the split-merge model requests
are accepted into service one by one, hence all requests are restricted to have type-0 (slowest) service time distribution.
Employing the same idea that leads to the split-merge model, we next find a lower bound in the following.
Theorem 1: An M/G/1 queue with service times distributed as St in Lm. 1 is a lower bound on the replicate-to-all system
in hot data download time.
Proof: In replicate-to-all system, there are t+1 possible request service time distributions which are stochastically ordered
as S0 > · · · > St. Restricting all request service time distributions to St gives an M/G/1 queue that performs faster than the
actual system.
M/G/1 approximation given in Prop. 1 is an approximate intermediate point between these two polarities; split-merge upper
bound and the lower bound given in Thm. 1.
C. Probabilities for the request service time distributions
For the M/G/1 approximation to be useful, we need to find the probabilities fj’s (equivalently their time average values)
for the possible request service time distribution Sj’s. An exact expression for fj is found as follows. The sub-sequence of
request arrivals that see an empty system forms a renewal process [27, Thm. 5.5.8]. Let us define a renewal-reward function
Rj(t) = 1{J(t) = j} where 1 is the indicator function and {J(t) = j} denotes the event that the request at the head of the
line at time t has type-j service time distribution Sj .
fj = lim
t→∞Pr{Rj(t) = 1} = limt→∞E[Rj(t)]
(a)
= lim
t→∞
1
t
∫ t
−∞
Rj(τ)dτ
(b)
=
E
[∫ Srn
Srn−1
Rj(t)dt
]
E[X]
.
where (a) and (b) are due to the equality of the limiting time and ensemble averages of the renewal-reward function Rj(t)
[27, Thm. 5.4.5], and Srn−1, S
r
n are the (n − 1)th, nth renewal epochs (i.e., consecutive arrival epochs that find the system
empty), and X is the i.i.d. inter-renewal interval.
As the expression above clearly indicates, deriving fj’s requires an exact analysis of the system. However, we conjecture
the following relation that allows us to find good estimates rather than the exact values of fj’s which are presented in the
following sections.
Conjecture 1: In replicate-to-all system, probability fj’s over the trimmed down space of the possible request service time
distribution Sj’s (see Lm. 1) hold the relation
fi−1 > fi, 1 ≤ i ≤ t.
or equivalently, fi = ρifi−1 for some ρi < 1.
We here briefly discuss the reasoning behind the conjecture. Obv. 2 states that the servers frequently level up because the
leading servers in the recovery groups compete with every other server to keep leading or to possibly advance further ahead.
For a request to be served according to type-j distribution, one of the forked copies of the request has to depart at exactly
j recovery groups before the request starts service. This requires one server in each of the j recovery groups to be leading,
which is harder for larger values of j. We validated the conjecture with the simulations but could not prove it. However, we
derive a strong pointer for the conjecture in Appendix A; given a request is served according to type-j distribution, the next
request in line is more likely to be served according to type-(< j) distribution.
IV. REPLICATE-TO-ALL WITH AVAILABILITY ONE
In this section, we study replicate-to-all system with availability one, e.g., the storage system [a, b, a + b] as illustrated
in Fig. 2. We initially assume that service times at the servers are exponentially distributed and let the service rates at the
systematic server and the two recovery servers be respectively γ, α and β. Then, there are two possible request service time
distributions S0 and S1 as given in Lm. 1. M/G/1 approximation in Prop. 1 requires finding the probabilities f0 and f1 for
an arbitrary request to be served according to S0 and S1 respectively. Although an exact solution proves to be hard, we find
good estimates for f0 and f1 in the following.
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Fig. 2: Replicate-to-all system with availability one. Requests 1-3 are replicated to the systematic server and the recovery servers at arrival.
Two system snapshots are illustrated for time epochs at which the request-1 (Left) and the request-2 (Right) starts service. Request-1 has
service time distributed as S0 while request-2 is served with S1. Request service time distributions S0 and S1 are defined in Lm. 1.
A. Markov process for the system state
Imagine a join queue attached at the tail of the system that enqueues the request copies that depart from the servers. Since
a copy departing from the systematic server completes the associated request immediately, a copy waiting for synchronization
in the join queue must be from a leading recovery server. As soon as a request completes, copies of the request waiting in the
join queue are removed. State of the join queue at time t is the tuple n(t) = (n1(t), n2(t)) where ni’s denote the number of
request copies in the join queue that departed from the two recovery servers respectively.
Ordered departure of the requests (see Obv. 1) and cancellation of the outstanding copies upon a request completion imply
n1(t)n2(t) = 0 for all t. Together with the total number of requests N(t) in the system; s(t) = (N(t), n1(t), n2(t)) constitutes
the state of the replicate-to-all system at time t (see Fig. 2). System state s(t) is a Markov process as illustrated in Fig. 3.
Let us define Pr{s(t) = (k, i, j)} = pk,i,j(t), and suppose that stability is imposed and limt→∞ pk,i,j(t) = pk,i,j . Then, the
system balance equations are summarized for k, i, j ≥ 0 as[
γ1(k ≥ 1) + α1(i ≥ 1) + β1(j ≥ 1)]pk,i,j = λ1(k ≥ 1, i ≥ 1, j ≥ 1)pk−1,i−1,j−1
+ γpk+1,i+1,j+1 + (γ + α)pk+1,i+1,j + (γ + β)pk+1,i,j+1.
(5)
Computing the generating function
Pw,x,y =
∑
k,i,j>0
pk,i,jw
kxiyj
from the above balance equations is intractable, so the exact solution of the system’s steady state behavior is. This is because
the state space is infinite in two dimensions and its analysis is tedious (see Appendix B for a guessing based analysis with
local balance method). As discussed next, state space of the system can be made much simpler by employing a high traffic
assumption.
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Fig. 3: Markov state process for the replicate-to-all system with availability one (Top), and its high traffic approximation (Bottom).
8B. Analysis under high traffic assumption
Suppose that the arrival rate λ is very close to its critical value for stability and the queues at the servers are always nonempty.
This is a rather crude assumption and holds only when the system is unstable, however it yields a good approximation for the
system and makes the analysis much easier. We refer to this set of working conditions as high traffic assumption. Under this
assumption, servers are always busy and the state of the join queue n(t) represents the state of the whole system. Then, the
system state follows a birth-death process as shown in Fig. 3, for which the steady state balance equations are given as
αpi,0 = (γ + β)pi+1,0, βp0,i = (γ + α)p0,i+1, i ≥ 0. (6)
where pi,j = limt→∞ Pr{n(t) = (i, j)}. Solving the balance equations, we find
pi,0 =
(
α
β + γ
)i
p0,0, p0,i =
(
β
α+ γ
)i
p0,0, i ≥ 1. (7)
By the axiom of probability, we have [
1 +
∞∑
i=1
(
β
α+ γ
)i
+
(
α
β + γ
)i]
p0,0 = 1.
Assuming β < α+ γ and α < β + γ,
p0,0 =
(
1 +
β
α+ γ − β +
α
β + γ − α
)−1
=
γ2 − (α− β)2
γ(α+ β + γ)
from which pi,0 and p0,i are found by substituting p0,0 in (7). Other useful quantities are given as
∞∑
i=1
pi,0 =
α(α+ γ − β)
γ(α+ β + γ)
,
∞∑
i=1
p0,i =
β(β + γ − α)
γ(α+ β + γ)
.
For tractability, we continue by assuming α = β = µ, thus
p0,0 =
γ
γ + 2µ
,
∞∑
i=1
pi,0 =
∞∑
i=1
p0,i =
µ
γ + 2µ
.
Next, we use the steady state probabilities under the high traffic assumption to obtain estimates for the request service time
probabilities f0 and f1, and some other quantities that give insight into the system behavior.
C. Request completions at the servers
A request completes as soon as either its copy at the systematic server departs or both copies that it has at the recovery
group. Here we find bounds on the fraction of the requests completed by the systematic server or the recovery group.
Theorem 2: In replicate-to-all system with availability one, let ws and wr be the fraction of requests completed by respectively
the systematic server and the recovery group. Then the following inequalities hold
ws ≥ γν
γν + 2µ2
, wr ≤ µ
2
γν + 2µ2
; ν = γ + 2µ. (8)
Proof: Under high traffic approximation, ws and wr can be found from the steady state probabilities of the Markov
chain (MC) embedded in the state process (see Fig. 3). Recall that the system state under high traffic approximation is
n(t) = (n1(t), n2(t)) where ni is the number of request copies in the join queue that departed from the ith recovery server.
System stays at each state for an exponential duration of rate ν = γ+ 2µ. Therefore, the steady state probabilities pi’s (i.e.,
limiting fraction of the time spent in state i) of n(t) and the steady state probabilities pii’s (i.e., limiting fraction of the state
transitions into state i) of the embedded MC are equal as seen by the equality
pii = (piν)/
∑
i≥0
piν = pi.
Let fs and fr be the limiting fraction of state transitions that represent request completions by respectively the systematic
server and the recovery group. Then, we find
fs = pi0,0
γ
ν
+
∞∑
i=1
pii,0
γ
ν
+
∞∑
i=1
pi0,i
γ
ν
=
γ
ν
,
fr =
∞∑
i=1
(pi0,i + pii,0)
µ
ν
= 2
(µ
ν
)2
.
9Limiting fraction of all state transitions that represent a request departure is then found as
fd = fs + fr = (γν + 2µ
2)/ν2.
Finally, we find the fraction of request completions by the systematic server and by the recovery group as
wˆs =
fs
fd
=
γν
γν + 2µ2
, wˆr =
fr
fd
=
2µ2
γν + 2µ2
.
Recall that, these values are calculated using the high traffic approximation, in which the queues are never empty. However,
recovery servers have to regularly go idle under stability. Therefore, the fraction of request completions at the recovery group
is smaller under stability than what we find under high traffic, hence we conclude wr ≤ wˆr, which implies ws ≥ wˆs.
Bounds on ws and wr become tighter as the arrival rate λ increases as shown in Fig. 4, which is because the bounds are
derived by studying the system under the high traffic assumption.
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Fig. 4: Simulated fraction of request completions by the systematic server (ws) and by the recovery group (wr). Bounds are as given in (8).
D. M/G/1 approximation
Using the analysis under high traffic assumption given in Sec. IV-B, here we obtain estimates for the probabilities f0 and f1
over the request service time distributions S0 and S1. This enables us to state an analytical form of the M/G/1 approximation.
Lemma 3: Hot data download time under high traffic assumption is a lower bound for the download time in the replicate-to-all
system.
Proof: Let us first consider the system with availability one. Comparing the two Markov processes in Fig. 3, one can see
that the process under high traffic assumption can be obtained from the actual state process as follows: 1) Introduce additional
transitions of rate α from state (i, (i, 0)) to (i + 1, (i + 1, 0)) and additional transitions of rate β from state (i, (0, i)) to
(i+ 1, (0, i+ 1)) for each i ≥ 0, 2) Gather the states (i, (m,n)) for i ≥ 0 into a super state, (3) Observe that the process with
the super states is the same as the process under high traffic assumption. Thus, employing the high traffic assumption has the
effect of placing extra state transitions that help the system to serve the requests faster.
The above rationale can be extended for the system with any degree of availability. Recall from Lm. 1 that request service
time distributions are stochastically ordered as S0 > · · · > St. High traffic assumption ensures that there is always a replica
for the leading recovery servers to serve, hence increases the fraction of requests served with a faster request service time
distribution. Thus, the analysis with high traffic assumption would yield a lower bound on the download time in the actual
system.
Theorem 3: Under the assumptions in Prop. 1 and for replicate-to-all system with availability one, we have the following
bounds on the probabilities f0 and f1 over the request service time distributions S0 and S1 (see Lm. 1)
f0 ≥ f lb0 =
γν
γν + 2µ2
, f1 ≤ fub1 =
2µ2
γν + 2µ2
Proof: Consider the state process under high traffic assumption as given in Fig. 3. State transitions that are towards the
center (0, 0) state represent request completions. Let us define fd as the fraction of such state transitions.
Since queues are never empty under high traffic assumption, the next request always starts service as soon as the head of
the line request departs. Therefore, among the state transitions that represent request completions, a request makes a type-0
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and the M/G/1 approximation given in Prop. 1 and Thm. 3.
service start per transition into state (0, 0) while a request makes a type-1 service start per transition to any other states. Let
f→0 and f→1 be the fraction of state transitions that represent respectively type-0 and type-1 request service starts. We find
fd = pi0,0
γ
ν
+
∞∑
i=1
(pi0,i + pii,0)
µ+ γ
ν
=
2µ2 + 2µγ + γ2
ν2
f→0 = pi0,0
γ
ν
+ pi1,0
µ+ γ
ν
+ pi0,1
µ+ γ
ν
= pi0,0
(
γ
ν
+
2µ
µ+ γ
µ+ γ
ν
)
= pi0,0 =
γ
γ + 2µ
,
Then, under high traffic approximation, the limiting fraction of the requests that make type-0 (fˆ0) or type-1 (fˆ1) service
start are found for ν = γ + 2µ as
fˆ0 =
f→0
fd
=
γν
γν + 2µ2
, fˆ1 = 1− fˆ0 = 2µ
2
γν + 2µ2
.
Under stability, system has to empty out regularly. A request that finds the system empty makes type-0 service start for sure.
However under high traffic assumption, servers are always busy, which enforces less number of type-0 request service starts.
Therefore, the fraction fˆ0 of type-0 request service starts obtained under high traffic approximation presents a lower bound
for its value under stability, i.e., fˆ0 ≤ f0, from which fˆ1 ≥ f1 follows immediately.
Given that type-0 service is slower than type-1 service, substituting the bounds f lb0 and f
ub
1 given in Thm. 3 in place of the
actual probabilities f0 and f1 in (4) yields the lower bounds on the request service time moments as
E[Slb] = f
lb
0
(
2
γ + µ
− 1
γ + 2µ
)
+ fub1
1
γ + µ
,
E[S2lb] = f
lb
0
(
4
(γ + µ)2
− 2
(γ + 2µ)2
)
+ fub1
2
(γ + µ)2
.
(9)
As suggested by the M/G/1 approximation in Prop. 1, substituting these lower bounds on the service time moments in the
PK formula gives an approximate lower bound on the hot data download time in replicate-to-all system with availability one.
To emphasize, since the M/G/1 model is not exact but an approximation, the lower bound on the download time can only
be claimed to be an approximate one. Simulated average hot data download times and the derived M/G/1 approximation are
compared in Fig. 5. Approximation seems to be doing very good at predicting the actual average download time, and especially
better than the split-merge upper bound given in [18] and the lower bound we stated in Thm. 1.
E. Service rate allocation
Suppose that the system is given a budget of service rate which can be arbitrarily allocated across the servers. When service
times at the server are exponentially distributed, we show that allocating more service rate at the systematic server achieves
smaller hot data download time (see Appendix C). This suggests that in systems employing availability codes for reliable
storage, systematic symbols shall be stored on the fast nodes while the slow nodes can be used for storing the redundant
symbols for faster hot data download.
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F. Matrix analytic solution
Here we find an upper bound on the average hot data download time that is provably tighter than the split-merge upper
bound in [18]. Let us truncate the state process for the replicate-to-all system with availability one (see Fig. 3) such that the
pyramid is limited to only the five central columns and infinite only in the vertical dimension. This choice is intuitive given
Conj. 1; system spends more time at the central states which implement type-0 request and it is hard for the leading servers
to advance further ahead, which would have made the system state transit towards the wings of the pyramid Markov Chain.
Also the analysis in Appendix B suggests that the most frequently visited system states are located at the central columns.
1) Computing the steady state probabilities: Finding a closed form solution for the steady state probabilities of the states
in the truncated process is as challenging as the original problem. However one can solve the truncated process numerically
with an arbitrarily small error using the Matrix Analytics method [28, Chapter 21]. In the following, we denote the vectors
and matrices in bold font. Let us first define the limiting steady state probability vector as
pi =[pi0,(0,0), pi1,(0,1), pi1,(0,0), pi1,(1,0),
pi2,(0,2), pi2,(0,1), pi2,(0,0), pi2,(0,1), pi2,(2,0),
pi3,(0,2), pi3,(0,1), pi3,(0,0), pi3,(1,0), pi3,(2,0), · · · ]
=[pi0,pi1,pi2,pi3,pi4, · · · ].
where pik,(i,j) is the steady state probability for state (k, (i, j)) and
pi0 = [pi0,(0,0), pi1,(0,1), pi1,(0,0), pi1,(1,0)],
pii = [pii+1,(0,2), pii+1,(0,1), pii+1,(0,0), pii+1,(1,0), pii+1,(2,0)].
for i ≥ 1. One can write the balance equations governing the limiting probabilities in the form below
piQ = 0 (10)
For the truncated process, Q has the following form
Q =

F0 H0
L0 F H 0
L F H
L F H
0 L F H
. . . . . .

, (11)
where the sub-matrices F0, H0, L0, F , L and H are given in Appendix D in terms of server service rates γ, α, β and the
request arrival rate λ. Using (10) and (11), we get the following system of equations in matrix form,
pi0F0 + pi1L0 = 0,
pi0H0 + pi1F + pi2L = 0,
piiH + pii+1F + pii+2L = 0, i ≥ 1.
(12)
In order to solve the system above, we assume the steady state probability vectors to be of the form
pii = pi1R
i−1, i ≥ 1,R ∈ R5×5. (13)
Combining (12) and (13), we get
pi0F0 + pi1L0 = 0,
pi0H0 + pi1(F +RL) = 0,
pii(H +RF +R
2L) = 0, i ≥ 1.
(14)
From (14) we have common conditions for the system to hold
H +RF +R2L = 0, R = − (R2L+H)F−1. (15)
The inverse of F in (15) exists since det(F ) = −δ3(δ−α)(δ−β) 6= 0 assuming δ = α+β+γ+λ and λ > 0. Using (15),
an iterative algorithm to compute R is given in Algorithm 1. The norm ‖Ri −Ri−1‖ corresponds to the absolute value of the
largest element of the difference matrix Ri −Ri−1. Therefore, the algorithm terminates when the largest difference between
the elements of the last two computed matrices is smaller than the threshold . The initial matrix R0 could take any value, not
necessarily 0. The error threshold  could be fixed to any arbitrary value, but the lower this value the slower the convergence.
Computing R, vectors pi0 and pi1 are remaining to be found in order to deduce the values of all limiting probabilities. Recall
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Algorithm 1 Computing matrix R
1: procedure COMPUTINGR
2: ← 10−6, R0 ← 0, i← 1
3: while true do
4: Ri ← −
(
R2i−1L+H
)
F−1
5: if ‖Ri −Ri−1‖ >  then
6: i← i+ 1
7: else return Ri
that in (14), the first two equations are yet to be used. Writing these two equations in matrix form[
pi0 pi1
] [ F0 H0
L0 RL+ F
]
= 0, (16)
where 0 is a 1× 9 zeros vector and
Φ =
[
F0 H0
L0 RL+ F
]
∈ R9×9.
In addition, we have the normalization equation to take into account. Denoting 10 = [1, 1, 1, 1], 11 = [1, 1, 1, 1, 1] and using
(13), we get
pi01
D
0 +
∞∑
i=1
pii1
D
1 = 1
pi01
D
0 +
∞∑
i=1
pi1R
i−11D1 = 1
pi01
D
0 + pi1(I −R)−11D1 = 1[
pi0 pi1
] [ 1D0
(I −R)−1 .1D1
]
= 1, (17)
where I is the 5× 5 identity matrix. In order to find pi0 and pi1, we solve the following system[
pi0 pi1
]
Ψ = [1, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0, 0] . (18)
where Ψ is obtained by replacing the first column of Φ with [10,11(I−RD)−1]D. Hence, (18) is a linear system of 9 equations
with 9 unknowns. After solving (18), we obtain the remaining limiting probabilities vector using (13).
2) Bounding the average hot data download time: Let Nma be the number of requests in the truncated system. First notice
that
Pr{Nma = 0} = pi0,(0,0),
P r{Nma = 1} = pi1,(0,0) + pi1,(0,1) + pi1,(1,0)
= pi01
D
0 − pi0,(0,0),
P r{Nma = i} = pii,(0,2) + pii,(0,1) + pii,(0,0)
+ pii,(1,0) + pii,(2,0) = pii−11D1 , i ≥ 2.
Then, the average number of requests in the truncated system is computed as
E[Nma] =
∑∞
i=0 iPr{Nma = i}
= pi01
D
0 − pi0,(0,0) +
∞∑
i=2
i(pii−11D1 )
= pi01
D
0 − pi0,(0,0) +
∞∑
i=2
i(pi1R
i−21D1 )
= pi01
D
0 − pi0,(0,0) + pi1
( ∞∑
i=2
(i− 1)Ri−2 +Ri−2
)
1D1
= pi01
D
0 − pi0,(0,0) + pi1
 ∞∑
j=1
jRj−1 +
∞∑
i=0
Ri
1D1
= pi01
D
0 − pi0,(0,0) + pi1
(
(I −R)−2 + (I −R)−1)1D1 .
(19)
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Equation (19) shows that we only need pi0, pi1 and R, thus no need to calculate the infinite number of limiting probabilities.
Theorem 4: A strict upper bound on the average hot data download time of replicate-to-all system with availability one is
given as E[Nma]/λ where E[Nma] is given in (19).
Proof: Truncation of the state process is equivalent to imposing a blocking on the recovery group whenever one of the
recovery server is ahead of its sibling by two replicas, which works slower than the actual system. Therefore, the average
download time found for the truncated system is an upper bound on the actual download time and by Little’s law it is expressed
as E[Nma]/λ.
Fig. 5 shows that the upper bound which we find with matrix analytic procedure is a closer upper bound than the upper
bound obtained by the split-merge model in [18]. This is because the split-merge model is equivalent to truncating the state
process and keeping only the central column, while the truncation we consider here keeps five central columns of the state
process which yields greater predictive accuracy as expected.
V. EXTENSION TO THE GENERAL CASE
Given the probabilities fj’s over the possible request service time distributions Sj’s, we have an M/G/1 approximation
for the replicate-to-all system with any degree of availability (Prop. 1). However even when the system availability is one
(t = 1), exact analysis is formidable and we could only find estimates for fj’s in Sec. IV. In this section, we derive bounds or
estimates for fj’s when the system availability is greater than one by building on the relation between fj’s that we conjectured
in Conj. 1.
Theorem 5: Under the assumptions in Conj. 1, we have the following bound and approximations for the probabilities fj’s
over the request service time distributions Sj’s
f0 ≥ 1− ρ
1− ρt+1 , fj ≈ ρ
j 1− ρ
1− ρt+1 , 1 ≤ j ≤ t. (20)
for ρ ≥ max { ρj }tj=1. Approximation for fj’s tends to be an over estimator, especially as j gets larger.
Proof: Recall the relation in Conj. 1
fj = ρjfj−1; ρj < 1, j = 1, . . . , t.
Using the normalization requirement, we obtain
D∑
i=0
fi = f0
[
1 +
D∑
j=1
j∏
i=1
ρi
]
= 1.
Then, fj’s are found in terms of ρj’s as
f0 =
[
1 +
D∑
j=1
j∏
i=1
ρi
]−1
, fj = f0
j∏
i=1
ρi. (21)
Substituting each ρi with the same ρ, which is an upper bound on all ρi’s, and solving for fj’s gives the estimates
fˆ0 =
1− ρ
1− ρt+1 , fˆj = ρ
jf0
Note that, the above estimates preserve the relation given in Conj. 1. It is easy to see f0 ≥ fˆ0. However, concluding that
fj ≤ fˆj for j 6= 0 requires further assumptions on ρj’s but it is also easy to see why fˆj’s tend to be an over estimator for
most series of ρj’s, which is especially the case for larger j, e.g., showing that fˆt/ft > 1 holds is straightforward.
M/G/1 approximation in Prop. 1 relies on good estimates for the request service time probabilities fj’s. The tighter the
upper bound ρ in Thm 5, the better the estimates fˆj’s are. The simplest way is to set ρ to its naive maximum, ρ = 1, and
obtain the estimates as fˆj = 1/(t+ 1) for j = 0, . . . , t. Substituting these estimates in the M/G/1 approximation gives us a
naive approximation for the replicate-to-all system.
Next, we find an inequality for ρ in Thm. 5, which leads us to better estimates for fj’s.
Corollary 1: Upper bound ρ in Thm. 5 holds the inequality
(1− λE[Sˆ])ρt+1 − ρ+ λE[Sˆ] ≥ 0. (22)
where E[Sˆ] = 1t+1
∑D
j=0E[Sj ].
Proof: Under stability, sub-sequence of request arrivals that find the system empty forms a renewal process [27, Thm. 5.5.8].
Assumptions in Conj. 1 imply that the replicate-to-all system is an M/G/1 queue with arrival rate λ and service time S.
Expected number of request arrivals E[J ] between successive renewal epochs (busy periods) is given as E[J ] = 1/(1−λE[S])
[27, Thm. 5.5.10].
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Requests that find the system empty at arrival are served with type-0 service time distribution. Requests that arrive within
a busy period can be served with any type-j service time distribution for j = 0, . . . , t. This observation reveals that 1/E[J ]
is a lower bound for f0.
Computing the value of E[J ] requires knowing E[S], which we have been trying to estimate. An upper bound is given as
E[Jub] = 1/(1− λE[Slb]) where E[Slb] is a lower bound for E[S]. One possibility is
E[Slb] =
1
t+ 1
D∑
j=0
E[Sj ]
which we previously obtained for the naive M/G/1 approximation. Thus, we have
f0 ≥ 1/E[J ] ≥ 1/E[Jub] = 1− λE[Slb].
In the system for which the estimate fˆ0 = 1/(t + 1) becomes exact, the lower bound obtained from renewal theory (i.e.,
1− λE[S]) holds as well under stability. For this system, E[Slb] is exact, hence
fˆ0 = 1/(t+ 1) ≥ 1− λE[Slb].
One can see that (1− ρ)/(1− ρt+1) ≥ 1/(t+ 1) for 0 ≤ ρ < 1, so we have
1− ρ
1− ρt+1 ≥
1
t+ 1
≥ 1− λE[Slb]
from which (22) follows.
Next we use inequality (22) to get a tighter value for the upper bound ρ in Thm. 5 as follows. Solving for ρ in (22) does
not yield a closed form solution, so to get one we take the limit as
lim
t→∞(1− λE[Sˆ])ρ
t+1 − ρ+ λE[Sˆ] ≥ 0 ⇐⇒ ρ ≤ λE[Sˆ].
Using this new upper bound instead of the naive one (i.e., ρ = 1) gives us a better M/G/1 approximation for replicate-to-all
system. We next present the best M/G/1 approximation we could obtain by estimating each ρj separately rather than using
a single upper bound ρ.
Corollary 2: In replicate-to-all system, the service time probabilities fj’s are well approximated as
fˆ0 =
[
1 +
D∑
i=1
i−1∏
j=0
ρˆj
]−1
, fˆj = fˆ0
j−1∏
i=0
ρˆi (23)
where ρˆj’s are computed recursively as
ρˆ0 =
λE[Sˆ]
t(1− λE[Sˆ]) ,
ρˆj =
1− (1− λE[Sˆ])(1 +∑j−1k=0∏kl=0 ρˆl)
(1− λE[Sˆ])(t− j)∏j−1k=0 ρˆk , j = 1, . . . , t.
(24)
where E[Sˆ] = 1t+1
∑D
j=0E[Sj ].
Proof: Setting fˆj = ρˆ0fˆ0 for j = 1, . . . , t and using the normalization requirement
∑D
i=0 fˆi = 1, we find fˆ0 = 1/(1+tρˆ0).
Using the inequality 1/(1 + tρˆ0) ≥ 1/(t+ 1) ≥ 1− λE[Sˆ] (as found in the proof of Cor 1), we get the upper bound
ρˆ0 ≤ λE[Sˆ]
1− λE[Sˆ] .
Fixing the value of ρˆ0 to the upper bound above and setting fˆ1 = ρˆ0fˆ0, fˆi = ρˆ1ρˆ0fˆ0 for 2 ≤ i ≤ t, we find an upper
bound on ρˆ1 by executing the same steps that we took for finding the upper bound on ρˆ0. Normalization requirement gives
fˆ0 =
[
1 + ρˆ0(1 + ρˆ1(t− 1))
]−1
and we have fˆ0 ≥ 1/(1 + t) ≥ 1− λE[Sˆ], which yields
ρˆ1 ≤ 1− (1− λE[Sˆ])(1− ρˆ0)
(t− 1)(1− λE[Sˆ])ρˆ0
.
The same process can be repeated to find an upper bound on ρˆ2 by fixing ρˆ0 and ρˆ1 to the upper bounds above. Generalizing
this, fixing ρˆ0, ..., ρˆj−1 to their respective upper bounds, we find the upper bound
ρˆj ≤
1− (1− λE[Sˆ])(1 +∑j−1k=0∏kl=0 ρˆl)
(1− λE[Sˆ])(t− j)∏j−1k=0 ρˆk
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Finally, setting each ρˆj to its respective upper bound allows us to compute the estimates fˆi’s.
To summarize, we obtained a naive M/G/1 approximation by setting ρ = 1 in Thm. 5. Next, using Cor. 1 we obtained a
tighter bound on ρ, which gave the better approximation. Finally, in Cor. 2 we find the best approximation that we could by
computing the estimates for ρj’s recursively. Fig. 6 gives a comparison of these naive, better and the best approximations with
the simulated average hot data download time. Note that the approximations we derived in this section give close approximations
system with availability one, for which we were able to obtain a very good approximation using the high traffic assumption
in Sec. IV.
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the approximations given in Sec. IV and the simulated average hot data download time for replicate-to-all system
with availability t = 1 (Left) and t = 3 (Right).
A. Non-exponential servers
Modern distributed storage systems have been shown to be susceptible to heavy tails in service time [29], [30], [31]. Here
we evaluate the M/G/1 approximation presented in Prop. 1 and Cor. 2 on server service times that are advocated in the
literature to better model the server side variability in practice.
We consider two analytically tractable service time distributions. First one is Pareto(s, α) with minimum value s > 0 and
tail index α > 1. Pareto is a canonical heavy tailed distribution (smaller α means heavier tail) that is observed to fit service
times in real systems [30]. Second one is Bernoulli(U,L, p) that takes value L (long i.e., L > U ) w.p. p < 0.5 and value U
(usual) otherwise, which is also mentioned to be a proper model for the server side variability in practice [30].
Two main observations about the replicate-to-all system that lead us to the M/G/1 approximation hold also when the server
service times are non-exponential; requests depart in the order they arrive and the system experiences frequent time epochs
that break the chain of dependence between the request service times. However, when the memoryless property of exponential
distribution is missing, there are infinitely many request service time distributions possible. As discussed in Sec. III-A, the set
of possible request service time distributions can be trimmed down to size t+1 by modifying the system and forcing a service
restart for the request copies that start service earlier as soon as their associated request move to head of the line (i.e., once
all the copies of a request moves in service).
Repeating the formulation in Lm. 1 for Pareto server service times, moments for type-j request service time distribution is
found for j = 0, . . . , t as
E[Sj ] =
t−j∑
k=0
(
t− j
k
)
2k(−1)t−j−kλ α(2t+ 1− j − k)
α(2t+ 1− j − k)− 1 ,
E[S2j ] =
t−j∑
k=0
(
t− j
k
)
2k(−1)t−j−kλ2 α(2t+ 1− j − k)
α(2t+ 1− j − k)− 2 .
(25)
and when server service times are Bernoulli, we find
E[Sj ] = U + (L− U)pt+1(2− p)t−j ,
E[S2j ] = U
2 + (L2 − U2)pt+1(2− p)t−j . (26)
Moments given above enable the M/G/1 approximation stated in Prop. 1 and Cor. 2. Fig. 7 illustrates that the approximation
yields a close estimate for the average hot data download time when service times at the servers are distributed as Pareto 1 or
Bernoulli. When the tail heaviness pronounced by the server service times is high (e.g., Pareto distribution), system operates
more like the restricted split-merge model. This is because under heavier tail it is harder for the leading servers in the recovery
1Simulating queues with heavy tailed service time is difficult and numeric results given here are optimistic i.e., plotted values serve as a lower bound [32].
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groups to keep leading, and it is more likely for a leading server to straggle and loose the lead. This effect is greater on
the leading servers as the system availability increases since the leading servers compete with more servers to keep leading.
This increases the fraction of requests that have type-0 (slowest) service time, hence split-merge bound gets tighter at higher
availability.
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Fig. 7: Comparison of the M/G/1 approximation in Cor. 2, the split-merge upper bound in [18], the lower bound given in Thm. 1, and the
simulated average hot data download time for replicate-to-all system under Pareto (Top) and Bernoulli (Bottom) service times at the servers.
B. Hot data download under mixed arrivals
Recall that in Sec. II, we fixed the system model on the fixed arrival scenario where the requests arriving in a busy period
ask for only one data symbol, which we refer to as hot data. This was based on the fact that cold data in practice is very rarely
requested [6]. We here try to relate the discussion we had so far on the replicate-to-all system to the mixed arrival scenario.
Under fixed arrival scenario, the role of each server in terms of storing a systematic or a coded data symbol is fixed for each
arriving request. Under mixed arrival scenario, the role of each server depends on the data symbol requested by an arrival.
If the requested symbol is a then the systematic server for the request is the one that stores a while the others are recovery
servers. When the requested data symbol changes, the role of every server changes.
Under mixed arrival scenario, multiple requests can be simultaneously served at their corresponding systematic servers, hence
requests do not necessarily depart in the order they arrive and multiple requests can depart simultaneously. Analysis presented
in the previous sections for the replicate-to-all system under fixed arrival scenario mainly depended on the observations that
lead us to approximate the system as an M/G/1 queue, while the system under mixed arrival scenario surely violates these
observations. Therefore, the analysis of the system under mixed arrival scenario turns out to be much harder. However, we can
compare the performance of the system under these two arrival scenarios as follows.
Theorem 6: In replicate-to-all system, hot data download time under mixed arrivals is a lower bound for the case with fixed
arrivals.
Proof: Under fixed arrivals, one of the servers in each recovery group may be ahead of its sibling at any time and proceed
with a copy of a request that is waiting in line. Therefore, departure of the request copies at the leading servers cannot complete
a request alone and early departing copies can only shorten the service duration of a request (recall that type-j service time is
stochastically less than type-(j− 1), see Lm. 1). However under mixed arrivals, a leading server may be the systematic server
for a request waiting in line and completion of its copy at the leading server can complete the request. This is a bigger reduction
in the overall download time than completion of a mere copy that fasten the service time of a request, which concludes the
proof.
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Fig. 8 illustrates Thm. 6 by comparing the simulated values of average hot data download time under fixed and mixed arrival
scenarios.
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Fig. 8: Comparison of the simulated average hot data download time in replicate-to-all system under fixed (i.e., all requests arriving within
a busy period ask for hot data) and mixed arrival scenarios (i.e., arriving requests may ask for any one of the stored data symbols equally
likely).
VI. SELECT-ONE SCHEDULING
Storage systems experience varying download load that exhibits certain traffic patterns throughout the day [1], [33]. Phase
changes in the system load can be anticipated or detected online, which allows for adapting the request scheduling strategy
to enable faster data access. In a distributed setting, data access schemes, hence the request scheduling strategies are either
imposed or limited by the availability of data across the storage nodes. The desired scheduling strategies that are optimized
for different load phases may require a change in the data availability layout. For instance, hot data may need to be replicated
to achieve stable download performance, or replicas for the previously hot but currently cold data may need to be removed in
order to open up space in the storage, e.g., see [34] for a survey of adaptive replica management strategies. In a coded storage,
data availability can be changed by fetching, re-encoding and re-distributing the stored data. This online modification of data
availability puts additional load on the system and introduces additional operational complexity that makes the system prone
to operational errors [1].
LRCs, in particular simplex codes, provide the necessary flexibility for the system to seamlessly switch between different
request scheduling strategies. Batch codes have been proposed for load balancing purposes in [35] and their connection to
LRCs is studied in [36]. A simplex code is a linear batch code. In a simplex coded storage system, the simplest strategy for load
balancing, namely select-one, is to assign an arriving request either to the systematic server or to one of the recovery groups
chosen at random according to a scheduling distribution. Availability of a simplex code allows replicate-to-all and select-
one strategies to be used interchangeably. For low or middle traffic regime, replicate-to-all achieves faster data download,
however system operates under stability over a greater range of request arrival rate with select-one strategy (see Fig. 9). This
implements the capability for the system to switch between the replicate-to-all and select-one schedulers seamlessly depending
on the measured system load.
If we assume that arrivals for cold data are negligible (i.e., fixed arrival scenario as defined in Sec. V-B), select-one
scheduler splits the arrival stream of hot data requests into independent Poisson streams flowing to the systematic server and
to each recovery group. Then, the systematic server implements an M/G/1 queue while each recovery group implements an
independent fork-join queue with two servers and Poisson arrivals. Download time for an arbitrary request can then be found
as the weighted sum of the response times of each of the sub-systems where the weights are the scheduling probabilities across
the sub-systems.
When the service times at the servers are exponentially distributed, we state below an exact expression for the average hot
data download time using an exact expression given in [25] for the average response time of a two-server fork-join queue. In
general, an approximation on the average download time can be found along the same lines using the approximations available
in the literature on the response time of fork-join queues with an arbitrary service time distribution. We refer the reader to
[37] for an excellent survey of the available approximations for fork-join queues.
Theorem 7: Suppose that service times at the servers are exponentially distributed with rate µ. Given a scheduling distribution
[p0, p1, . . . , pt] respectively over the systematic server and t recovery groups, average hot data download time in the select-one
system is given as
E[T ] =
p0
µ− p0λ +
t∑
i=1
pi
12µ− piλ
8µ(µ− piλ) (27)
Proof: Each arriving request is independently assigned either to the systematic server with probability p0 or to recovery
group-i with probability pi for i = 1, . . . , t. Given a Poisson(λ) hot data request arrival stream, arrivals that flow to the
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systematic server form an independent Poisson(p0λ) stream while those that flow to repair group-i form an independent
Poisson(piλ) stream. Then the systematic server is an M/M/1 queue and each repair group is a fork-join queue with two
servers and Poisson arrivals, for which an exact expression is given in [38] for its average response time.
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Fig. 9: Comparison of the average hot data download time in replicate-to-all and select-one systems.
VII. FAIRNESS-FIRST SCHEDULING
In a simplex coded storage, we assume that hot and cold data are coded and stored together. Replicate-to-all scheduling
that we studied in Sec. III and IV aims to exploit download with redundancy for all the arriving hot data requests. Our study
of replicate-to-all system is centered around the assumption that the traffic for cold data requests is negligible as observed in
practice e.g., only 10% of the stored content is frequently and simultaneously accessed [6]. In this section, we consider the
case when the request traffic for cold data is non-negligible.
In replicate-to-all system, hot data requests are replicated to all servers at arrival, including the servers that store cold data.
For instance in a [a, b, a + b]-system, requests for hot data a are replicated both to its systematic server-a and the server-b
that hosts the cold data. Then, the arriving requests for b may end up waiting for the hot data request copies at server-b.
This increases the cold data download time and is unfair to the cold data requests. In [39], authors propose a fair scheduler
for systems with replicated redundancy, where the original requests are designated as primary and assigned with high service
priority at the servers while the redundant request copies are designated as secondary and assigned lower service priority.
We here consider the fairness-first scheduler for implementing fairness while opportunistically exploiting the redundancy
for faster hot data downloads in a simplex coded storage. In fairness-first system, each arriving request, asking for hot or
cold data, is primarily assigned to its systematic server, e.g., requests for a go to server-a, requests for b go to server-b in
a [a, b, a + b]-system. Redundant copies are launched to mitigate server side variability only for hot data requests, but in a
restricted manner as follows. As soon as a hot data request moves into service at its systematic server, its recovery groups
are checked to see if they are idle. A redundant copy of it is launched only at the idle recovery groups. For instance in a
[a, b, a + b]-system, when a request for hot data a reaches the head of the line at server-a, a copy of it will be launched at
server-b and server-a+ b if both are idle, otherwise, it will be served only at server-a.
Fairness-first system aims to achieve perfect fairness towards cold data download. When a cold data request finds its
systematic server busy with a redundant hot data request copy, the redundant copy in service will be immediately removed
from the system. Thus, hot data requests can exploit redundancy for faster download only opportunistically, with zero effect
on cold data download.
We assume the request arrival stream for each stored data symbol is an independent Poisson process. The rate of request
arrivals for each cold data symbol is set to be the same and denoted by λc, while the rate of request arrivals for hot data is
denoted by λ. In fairness-first system, redundant copies of hot data requests have zero effect on the cold data download, hence
the download traffic for each cold data symbol implements an independent M/G/1. Cold data download time can then be
analyzed using the standard results on M/G/1 queues.
Download traffic for hot data implements a complex queueing system with redundancy. While a hot data request moves
into service at its systematic server, it gets replicated to all of its idle recovery groups. A request copy assigned to a recovery
group needs to wait for downloading from both servers. In addition, if there exists a cold data server in a recovery group, an
assigned hot data request copy will get cancelled as soon as the cold data server receives a request. These interruptions modify
the service time distribution of hot data requests on the fly. The main difficulty in analyzing the hot data download time is
that service times of subsequent hot data requests are not independent. The number of recovery groups that are found idle by
a hot data request or interruption of its redundant copies by cold data arrivals tells us some information about the service time
distribution of the subsequent hot data request.
An upper and lower bound on the hot data download time is easy to find. As a lower bound we can use the split-merge
model that is used to upper bound download time in replicate-to-all system, and a lower bound can be found along the same
lines of Thm. 1.
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Theorem 8: Hot data download time in fairness-first system is bounded above by an M/G/1 queue with service time
distribution St−log2(t+1) and is bounded below by an M/G/1 queue with service time distribution St, where
Pr{Si > s} = Pr{V > s}
(
1− Pr{V ≤ s}2)i. (28)
V denotes the service time at the servers.
Proof: The worst case scenario gives the upper bound, in which no hot data request can be replicated to any one of the
recovery groups that include a cold data server, i.e., cold data servers are assumed to be busy all the time; λc = 1/E[V ].
Remaining number of recovery groups with no cold data server is t − log2(t + 1) (see Sec. II for simplex code properties).
The best case scenario gives the lower bound, in which each hot data request is fully replicated to all the t recovery groups,
i.e., cold data servers are assumed to be idle all the time; λc = 0. In either case, hot data download implements an M/G/1
queue with a service time distribution given in (28).
Consider a low traffic regime under which the hot data requests do not wait in queue and go straight into service, i.e., each
hot data request completes service before the next one arrives. We refer to this set of conditions at which the system operates
as the low traffic assumption. Under this assumption, each arriving request independently sees time averages (by PASTA),
hence the service times of the subsequent hot data requests become i.i.d. Therefore, hot data download implements an M/G/1
queue under the low traffic assumption as stated in the following.
Proposition 2: Let us denote the service times at the servers with V and let the arrivals for each cold data follow a Poisson
process of rate λc. Under the low traffic assumption, hot data download in fairness-first system implements an M/G/1 queue
with a service time distribution given as
Pr{S > s} = C(s)[α(s)(1− ρ) + ρ]m, (29)
where
m = log2(t+ 1), ρ = λcE[V ],
α(s) = 1− Pr{V ≤ s}
∫ s
0
e−λcvPr{V = v}dv,
C(s) = Pr{V > s}(1− Pr{V ≤ s}2)t−m.
Proof: Cold data downloads at each cold data server implement an independent M/G/1 queue. Under stability, fraction
of the time that a cold data server is busy with a cold data request is then given as ρ = λcE[V ]. The number of recovery
groups with a cold data server is given as m = log2(t+ 1).
Low traffic assumption basically means that request arrivals for hot data do not wait in queue in the hot data server. Since
the inter-arrival times are assumed to be Markovian, we can use PASTA and state that each recovery group with a cold data
server is independently found idle with probability 1− ρ by each arriving hot data request. The number of such idle recovery
groups seen by a hot data arrival is then distributed as R ∼ Binomial(m, 1− ρ).
Given R = r, a request will be simultaneously replicated to the systematic hot data server, and to the t−m recovery groups
without a cold data server, and to the r recovery groups with a cold data server. Let us denote the service time distribution of
such a request as Sr. Service time of the copy at the systematic server is distributed as V . At the recovery groups without a
cold data server, we simply wait for downloading from two servers, hence the service time is distributed as V2:2. Service time
V ′ at the recovery groups with a cold data server requires a bit more attention since the hot data request copies get removed
from service as soon as the cold data server receives a request. Let X ∼ Exp(λc) and denote the service time at the recovery
server that stores a coded data (e.g., a + b) as V and at the recovery server that stores a cold data (e.g., b) as Vc. Then, we
can write the distribution of V ′ as
Pr{V ′ ≤ s} = Pr{V ′ ≤ s, Vc ≤ X}+ Pr{V ′ ≤ s, Vc > X}
(a)
= Pr{max {V, Vc } ≤ s, Vc ≤ X}
= Pr{V ≤ s}Pr{Vc ≤ s, Vc ≤ X}
= Pr{V ≤ s}
∫ s
0
e−λcvPr{Vc = v}dv.
where (a) is due to the cancellation of the copy at the cold data server due to an arrival of a cold data request, in other words
Pr{V ′ ≤ s, Vc > X} = 0.
Now we are ready to write the distribution of Sr as
Pr{Sr > s} = Pr{min{V0, {V2:2}t−mi=1 , {V ′}ri=1} > v}
= Pr{V > s}(1− Pr{V ≤ s}2)t−mPr{V ′ > s}r
= C(s)Pr{V ′ > s}r.
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Since each arriving hot data request independently samples from R, hot data downloads implement an M/G/1 queue with
service time S, which is distributed as
Pr{S > s} = ER[Pr{SR > s}]
=
m∑
r=0
(
m
r
)
(1− ρ)rρm−rPr{Sr > s}
= C(s)
m∑
r=0
(
m
r
)[
Pr{V ′ > s}(1− ρ)]rρm−r
= C(s)
[
α(s)(1− ρ) + ρ]m.
The approximation given in Prop. 2 is exact when the hot data arrival rate is low. Fig. 10 gives a comparison of the simulated
average hot data download time and the approximation. Approximation seems to be fairly accurate as well when the hot data
requests arrive at relatively higher rates. Accuracy of the approximation diminishes with increasing arrival rate. This is because
the length of the busy periods in the hot data server increases which makes the independence assumption on the request service
times invalid, hence the adopted M/G/1 model starts to deviate from the actual behavior.
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Fig. 10: Comparison of the upper and lower bounds in Thm. 8, the M/G/1 approximation in Prop. 2, and the simulated average hot data
download time in fairness-first system.
To recap, replicate-to-all scheduler aims to exploit download with redundant copies for each request arrival with no distinction.
On the other hand, fairness-first scheduler allows for download with redundancy only for hot data requests by eliminating any
negative impact caused on the cold data download by the redundant hot data request copies. At low arrival rate, one would
expect replicate-to-all to outperform fairness-first in both hot or cold data download since the queues do not build up much and
the redundant request copies do not significantly increase the waiting times of the requests. However at higher arrival regimes,
replicate-to-all overburdens the cold data servers with redundant requests and cause great pain in the waiting times experienced
by the cold data requests. Fig. 11 gives an illustration of these observations and compares the gain of replicate-to-all over the
fairness-first scheduler. After certain threshold in hot data arrival rate, replicate-to-all starts incurring more pain in percentage
(negative gain) on cold data download than the gain achieved for hot data download. This is intuitive since download with
redundancy has diminishing returns as the arrival rate gets higher, and the high waiting times caused by the excessive number
of redundant request copies in the system has a much greater impact on the cold data download time.
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Fig. 11: Gain or pain of replicate-to-all over fairness-first scheduler in average hot and cold data download time. Negative gain means pain,
which indicates that replicate-to-all performs worse than fairness-first in terms of the hot or cold data download time.
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APPENDIX
A. On the Conj. 1 in Sec.III
We here present a Theorem that helps to build an intuition for Conj. 1. We firstly assume that the service times at the servers
are exponentially distributed with rate µ. Let us redefine the state of the replicate-to-all system S as the type (see Lm. 1 for
details) of service start for the request at the head of the system, so S ∈ {0, . . . , t}. System state transitions correspond to
time epochs at which a request moves into service (see Def. 1 for the definition of request service start times).
Given that Conj. 1 holds i.e., fj > fj+1 for j = 0, . . . , t − 1, one would expect the average drift at state-j to be towards
the lower rank state-i’s with i < j. In the Theorem below we prove this indeed holds. However, it poses neither a necessary
nor a sufficient condition for Conj. 1. The biggest in proving the conjecture is that a possible transition exists between every
pair of states. Finding transition probabilities requires the exact analysis of the system, which proved to be formidable. For
instance, if the transitions were possible only between the consecutive states j and j + 1 as in a birth-death chain, Theorem
below would have implied the conjecture.
Theorem 9: In replicate-to-all system, let Ji be the type of service time distribution for request-i. Then Pr{Ji+1 > j|Ji =
j} < 0.5. In other words, given that a request with type-j service time distribution, the subsequent request is more likely to
be served with type-i distribution such that i < j.
Proof: Let us define Lk(t) as the absolute difference of queue lengths at repair group k and time t. Suppose that the ith
request moves in service at time τ and its service time is type-j; namely Ji = j. Let also A denote the event that Lk(τ) > 1
for every repair group k that has a leading server at time τ , we refer to other recovery groups as non-leading. Then, the
following inequality holds
Pr{Ji+1 > j|Ji = j, A} > Pr{Ji+1 > j|Ji = j} (30)
Event A guarantees that Ji+1 ≥ j i.e., Pr{Ji+1 ≥ j|Ji = j, A} = 1, because even when none of the leading servers advances
before the ith request departs, the next request will make at least type-j start.
We next try to find
Pr{Ji+1 > j|Ji = j, A} = 1− Pr{Ji+1 = j|Ji = j, A}.
Suppose that the ith request departs at time τ ′ and without loss of generality, let the repair group k has a leading server only
if k ≤ j. The event {Ji+1 = j|Ji = j, A} is equivalent to the event
Bj = {Lk(ζ) < 2; ζ ∈ [τ, τ ′], j < k ≤ t} for 0 < j < t− 1. (31)
This is because for the (i+ 1)th request to have type-(j+ 1) service time, one of the servers in at least one of the non-leading
recovery groups should advance by at least two replicas before the ith request terminates.
Event Bj can be re-expressed as
Bj =
t−j⋃
l=0
Cl; Cl = {Lki(τ) = 1; 1 ≤ i ≤ l, j < ki ≤ t}.
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Event Cl describes that l non-leading recovery groups start leading by one replica before the departure of ith request. Given
that there are currently j leading recovery groups, let p+1j be the probability that a non-leading repair group starts to lead by
one before the departure of ith request, and pDj be the probability that ith request departs first. Then, we can write
Pr{Cl} = pDj+l
j+l−1∏
k=j
p+1k .
Since the events Cl for l = 0, . . . , t− j are disjoint, Pr{Bj} =
t−j∑
l=0
Pr{Cl} and we get the recurrence relation
Pr{Bj} = pDj + p+1j Pr{Bj+1}
Since the service times at the servers are exponentially distributed, the probabilities are easy to find as
pDj =
1 + j
1 + 2t
, p+1j =
2(t− j)
1 + 2t
.
Then we find
Pr{Bt−1} = pDt−1 + p+1t−1pDt
=
1 + (t− 1)
1 + 2t
+
2
1 + 2t
1 + t
1 + 2t
=
1 + t
1 + 2t
+
1
(1 + 2t)2
= 1− t
1 + 2t
+
1
(1 + 2t)2
>
1
2
Suppose Pr{Bj+1} > 0.5, then we have
Pr{Bj} = 1 + j
1 + 2t
+
2(t− i)
1 + 2t
Pr{Bj+1}
>
1 + i
1 + 2t
+
(t− i)
1 + 2t
=
1 + t
1 + 2t
=
1
2
+
1/2
1 + 2t
>
1
2
Knowing that Pr{Bt−1} > 0.5 together with Pr{Bk} > 0.5, and given that Pr{Bk+1} > 0.5 we have Pr{Bj} > 0.5 for
each j.
By (30) and (31), we find
Pr{Ji+1 > j|Ji = j} < Pr{Ji+1 > j|Ji = j, A}
= 1− Pr{Bj} < 0.5.
which tells us that for any request with type-j service time, the subsequent request is more likely to have service time with
type less than j.
B. Approximate analysis of the Markov process for the replicate-to-all system with availability one
Here we give an approximate analysis of the process illustrated in Fig. 3 with a guessing based local balance equations
approach. Consider the case where all three servers operate at the same rate, i.e., α = β = µ, which makes the pyramid process
symmetric around the center column, i.e., pk,(i,0) = pk,(0,i) for 1 ≤ i ≤ k. Thus, the following discussion is given in terms of
the states on the right side of the pyramid.
Observe that under low traffic load, system spends almost the entire time in states (0, (0, 0)), (1, (0, 0)), (1, (0, 1)) and
(1, (1, 0)). Given this observation, notice that the rate entering into (1, (0, 0)) due to request arrivals is equal to the rate leaving
the state due to request departures. To help with guessing the steady-state probabilities, we start with the assumption that rate
entering into a state due to request arrivals is equal to the rate leaving the state due to request departures. This gives us the
following relation between the steady-state probabilities of the column-wise subsequent states:
pk,(i,0) =
λ
γ + 2µ
pk−1,(i,0), 0 ≤ i ≤ k. (32)
Let us define τ = λ/(γ + 2µ). This relation allows us to write pk,(i,0) = τk−ipi,(i,0). However this obviously won’t hold
for higher arrival rates since at higher arrival rates some requests wait in the queue, which requires the rate entering into a
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state due to request arrivals to be higher than the rate leaving the state due to task completions. To be used in the following
discussion, first we write p1,(1,0) in terms of p0,(0,0) from the global balance equations as the following.
λp0,(0,0) = γp1,(0,0) + 2(γ + µ)p1,(1,0),
p1,(1,0) =
λ− γτ
2(γ + µ)
p0,(0,0)
(33)
For the nodes at the far right side of the pyramid, we can write the global balance equations and solve the corresponding
recurrence relation as the following.
pi,(i,0)(λ+ µ+ γ) = pi,(i−1,0)µ+ pi+1,(i+1,0)(µ+ γ), i ≥ 1,
pi+2,(i+2,0) = bpi+1,(i+1,0) + api,(i,0), i ≥ 0 where
b = 1 +
λ
µ+ γ
, a =
−τµ
γ + µ
,
=⇒ pi,(i,0) = A
ri0
+
B
ri1
where
B =
r0p0,(0,0) + (p1,(1,0) − bp0,(0,0))r0r1
r0 − r1 ,
A = p0,(0,0) −B where
(r0, r1) =
(−b−√∆
2a
,
−b+√∆
2a
)
; ∆ = b2 + 4a,
pk,(i,0) = pk,(0,i) = τ
k−i
(A
ri0
+
B
ri1
)
, 0 ≤ i ≤ k.
(34)
Even though the algebra does not permit much cancellation, one can find the unknowns A and B above by computing
p0,(0,0) as follows.
∞∑
k=0
pk,(0,0) +
∞∑
i=1
∞∑
k=i
(pk,(i,0) + pk,(0,i))
=
p0,(0,0)
1− τ +
2
1− τ
∞∑
i=1
pi,(i,0) (τ < 1)
=
p0,(0,0)
1− τ +
2
1− τ
∞∑
i=1
(
A
ri0
+
B
ri1
)
=
p0,(0,0)
1− τ +
2
1− τ
(
A
r0 − 1 +
B
r1 − 1
)
((34), r0, r1 > 1)
=
p0,(0,0)
1− τ +
2
1− τ
(
(p0,(0,0) −B)(r1 − 1) +B(r0 − 1)
(r1 − 1)(r0 − 1)
)
=
p0,(0,0)
1− τ +
2
1− τ
(
B(r0 − r1) + p0,(0,0)(r1 − 1)
(r1 − 1)(r0 − 1)
)
=
p0,(0,0)
1− τ +
2
1− τ
(
(r0p0 + r0r1(p1,(1,0) − bp0,(0,0))) + p0,(0,0)(r1 − 1)
(r1 − 1)(r0 − 1)
)
= p0,(0,0)
1 + 2
(
r0+r0r1
(
(λ−γτ)/(2γ+2µ)−b
)
+r1−1
(r1−1)(r0−1)
)
1− τ
 = 1.
Simulation results show that the model for pk,(i,0) discussed above is proper in structure i.e., pk,(i,0) decreases exponentially
in k and i. However, simulations show that τ(λ) = k(γ, µ)λ/(γ+ 2µ). For instance, for γ = µ we can find that k(γ, µ) ' 0.3.
Nevertheless this does not permit to find a general expression for k(γ, µ).
C. Service rate allocation in the replicate-to-all system with availability one
Here we present the algebra that shows ∂E[Tapprox]/∂ρ < 0 where E[Tapprox] is given in Thm. 3. Define C = γ+ 2µ and
ρ = γ/µ, then the followings can be calculated
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fˆ0 =
1
1 + 2/[ρ(ρ+ 2)]
,
∂fˆ0
∂ρ
=
4(ρ+ 1)
(ρ2 + 2ρ+ 2)2
,
E[V1] =
ρ+ 2
C(ρ+ 1)
, E[V 21 ] =
2
C2
(ρ+ 2
ρ+ 1
)2
,
E[V0] =
2(ρ+ 2)
C(ρ+ 1)
− 1
C
, E[V 20 ] =
4
C2
(ρ+ 2
ρ+ 1
)2
− 2
C2
,
∂E[V1]
∂ρ
=
−1
C(ρ+ 1)2
,
∂E[V 21 ]
∂ρ
=
−4(ρ+ 2)
C2(ρ+ 1)3
,
∂E[V0]
∂ρ
=
−2
C(ρ+ 1)2
,
∂E[V 20 ]
∂ρ
=
−8(ρ+ 2)
C2(ρ+ 1)3
,
(i) E[Vlb] = E[V1] + fˆ0(E[V0]− E[V1]),
∂E[Vlb]
∂ρ
=
∂E[V1]
∂ρ
+
∂fˆ0
∂ρ
(E[V0]− E[V1])
+
∂(E[V0]− E[V1])
∂ρ
fˆ0
=
−1
C(ρ+ 1)2
+
4(ρ+ 1)
(ρ2 + 2ρ+ 2)2
1
C(ρ+ 1)
− 1
C(ρ+ 1)2
ρ(ρ+ 2)
ρ2 + 2ρ+ 2
=
1
C
(
−1
(ρ+ 1)2
+
4
(ρ2 + 2ρ+ 2)2
− ρ(ρ+ 2)
(ρ+ 1)2(ρ2 + 2ρ+ 2)
)
=
−(ρ2 + 2ρ+ 2)2 + 4(ρ+ 1)2 − (ρ2 + 2ρ)(ρ2 + 2ρ+ 2)
C(ρ+ 1)2(ρ2 + 2ρ+ 2)
=
−2(ρ+ 1)2(ρ2 + 2ρ+ 2) + 4(ρ+ 1)2
C(ρ+ 1)2(ρ2 + 2ρ+ 2)
=
−2(ρ+ 1)2(ρ2 + 2ρ)
C(ρ+ 1)2(ρ2 + 2ρ+ 2)
< 0,
(ii) E[V 2lb] = E[V
2
1 ] + fˆ0(E[V
2
0 ]− E[V 21 ]),
∂E[V 2lb]
∂ρ
=
∂E[V 21 ]
∂ρ
+
∂fˆ0
∂ρ
(E[V 20 ]− E[V 21 ])
+
∂(E[V 20 ]− E[V 21 ])
∂ρ
fˆ0
=
−4(ρ+ 2)
C2(ρ+ 1)3
+
8(ρ+ 1)
C2(ρ2 + 2ρ+ 2)2
((
ρ+ 2
ρ+ 1
)2 − 1)
− 4ρ(ρ+ 2)
2
C2(ρ+ 1)3(ρ2 + 2ρ+ 2)
=
8
C2
(
2ρ+ 3
(ρ+ 1)(ρ2 + 2ρ+ 2)2
− ρ+ 2
(ρ+ 1)3
)
− 4ρ(ρ+ 2)
2
C2(ρ+ 1)3(ρ2 + 2ρ+ 2)
< 0.
(iii) E[Tapprox] = E[Vlb] +
λE[V 2lb]
2(1− λE[Vlb])
∂E[Tapprox]
∂ρ
=
∂E[Vlb]
∂ρ
+
λ
2
(
∂E[V 2lb]
∂ρ (1− λE[Vlb]) + ∂E[Vlb]∂ρ λE[V 2lb])
(1− λE[Vlb])2
=
∂E[Vlb]
∂ρ
(1 +
λ2E[V 2lb]
2(1− λE[Vlb]) ) +
∂E[V 2lb]
∂ρ
λ
2(1− λE[Vlb])
under stability λE[Vlb] < 1 and we found above
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∂E[Vlb]
∂ρ
< 0,
∂E[V 2lb]
∂ρ
< 0 which shows that
∂E[Tapprox]
∂ρ
< 0.
D. Matrix Analytic solution for the replicate-to-all system with availability one
Defining δ = α+ β + γ + λ, the sub-matrices forming Q are given below.
F0 =

−λ 0 λ 0
α+ γ β − δ 0 0
γ β −δ α
β + γ 0 0 α− δ
 ,
H0 =

0 0 0 0 0
0 λ 0 0 0
0 0 λ 0 0
0 0 0 λ 0
 ,
L0 =

0 α+ γ 0 0
0 0 α+ γ 0
0 0 γ 0
0 0 β + γ 0
0 0 0 β + γ
 ,
F =

β − δ 0 0 0 0
β −δ 0 0 0
0 β −δ α 0
0 0 0 −δ α
0 0 0 0 α− δ
 ,
L =

0 α+ γ 0 0 0
0 0 α+ γ 0 0
0 0 γ 0 0
0 0 β + γ 0 0
0 0 0 β + γ 0
 ,
H =

λ 0 0 0 0
0 λ 0 0 0
0 0 λ 0 0
0 0 0 λ 0
0 0 0 0 λ
 .
